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Mr Iqbal Riza
Chef de Cabinet
Executive Office of the Secretary General
United Nations

Fax No. 2129633826

is
JAN 30 2002

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

30 January 2002

Dear Mr Iqbal,

Mr Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora died at Lockerbie, has approached the British
Ambassador to the Netherlands (Colin Budd), to ask whether he might be able to meet
Kofi Annan (and Nelson Mandela) while Mr Annan is in the Netherlands for the Royal
Wedding.

Jim Swire would like to personally thank Kofi Annan for the prominent role he played in
bringing about the Lockerbie trial. Mr Swire is, of course, the spokesman for "UK
Families - Flight 103". I attach a copy of Jim Swire's letter to our Ambassador.

We should be grateful for a response that we can pass to Jim Swire. The Ambassador
wondered, if a meeting were not possible, whether it might be possible to arrange a phone
call between Mr Swire and Mr Annan.

1 look forward to your reply. We stand ready to assist in any way.

Yours sincerely,

Jane Darby
Deputy Ambassador
British Embasssy
The Hague.

Telno. 0031 70 427 0209
Fax No. 0031 070 427 0347

E-mail: jane.darby@thehague.mail.fco.gov.uk
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ILK. FAMILIES FLIGHT 103

Ambassador Colin Budd, Zeist,
British Embassy, Holland.
The Hague. NL Dutch Mobile 003 1 (0)6 288 58 1 29

e-mail driimswire@aoi.com
26th January 2002

Lockerbie Trial Appeal, Kamp Zeist: debts of gratitude.

My close fiiend Revd John Mosey and I, had the pleasure of both meeting and having
dinner with your predecessor, Dame Rosemary Spencer, following her visit to the trial
site at Kamp Zeist in late 2000.

I think we shall have the pleasure of meeting yourself and Clifford Sobel, your US
counterpart, on Monday at Kamp Zeist, and I wondered if I might put two requests to
you, which there might or might not be an opportunity to discuss on Monday.

1.) During the course of the long and tortuous negotiations which led up to this
remarkable neutral country trial, a leading part was taken by President (as he then
was) Nelson Mandela, and Kofi Annan of the UN.

Robin Cook (then Foreign Secretary) will confirm that our group were intimately
involved in some of the processes which led to this trial, particularly those which
flowed from a Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting(CHOGM) in
Edinburgh, where both Nelson Mandela and Robin Cook were very active.

Nelson Mandela has expressed his willingness to meet us, which we would dearly
love to do, simply in order to express our thanks for his prominent role in bringing
this trial into being. I have also corresponded with Kofi Annan.

I understand that both will be at the Dutch Royal wedding on 21*1 Feb,

We wondered if there is any way you could use your position to ask their respective
entourages wfrflfher John and I could meet with Nelson and Kofi, while they are to be
in Holland anyway, just in order to thank them for what they have done, Such a
meeting could perhaps be discreet and without publicity.

2.) We would like an opportunity to thank the Dutch government and people both for
their support to this court ahdibr the kind welcome which members of our group have
received form many ordinary Dutch families. I understand from one of those families
that perhaps the present Dutch Prime Minister would welcome such an opportunity. T
had thought though that it might be that the Minister of Justice would be the most
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"' For the attention of the Ambassador, H.E. Colin Budd please

appropriate. Obviously such a presentation should occur well before the next Dutch
elections.

As I did explain to Dame Rosemary our idea was that a presentation of a symbolic
object, such as a "scales of justice' made out of materials specifically related to the
Lockerbie atrocity might be an appropriate gift, unlikely to upset any political
niceties., and which we could arrange. If this second proposition were to be realised, it
seems likely that it should occur well after the final appeal verdict has been delivered.

I look forward to meeting you on Monday,
With best wishes,

Dr Jim Swire, father of Flora, murdered at Lockerbie, spokesman, 'UK Families-
Flight 103' & John Mosey, father of Helga,
During the court working day we can be contacted through the court's facilities at
Kamp Zeist, where our mobile phone is disabled.
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